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Batch process scheduling is one of the most important problems to be solved in process sys-
tems engineering, since it is of upmost importance for a chemical facility to utilize the available
resources and equipment units in the most favourable way. In general, the aim of scheduling
is the assignment of tasks to equipment units and time intervals in consideration of a certain
objective.
Most of the work published in the literature applies mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP) as the mathematical model to tackle these type of problems. The two main features,
that usually characterize an MILP formulation is the selection of the binary variables and the
representation of the time domain. A comprehensive overview of the available models has
been published by Floudas and Lin [1] and Mendez et. al [2]. Even though literature provides
many papers on the description of different formalizations, there are no studies considering
and analysing the modelling step in the optimization process. As the validity of the models is
usually not proven, unexpected behaviour can arise, which may result in suboptimal or even
infeasible solutions of the original problem. A recent study by Hegyháti et. al. [3] has examined
a literature example, where the supposedly optimal solution was infeasible in practice.
Sanmarti et. al.[4] has developed the S-graph framework for the algorithmic scheduling of
batch chemical processes with non-intermediate storage policy. Unlike the MILP formulations,
this new graph-theoretic methodology ensures the validity of the model, thus, it always pro-
vides the globally optimal solution. In later publications, the framework has been extended to
handle a wider range of scheduling problems by Majozi and Friedler[5], and Adonyi et. al.[6, 7].
In the present work the published mathematical models and methodologies are detailed and
analized, focusing on their validity, flexibility and efficiency.
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